
Venera Technologies announces the support for five additional 
European languages in its CapMate™ caption/subtitle verification and 
correction solution  
 
Cloud native CapMate™ further extends its capabilities by providing support for 
Automated QC & correction of caption files in five more languages (Spanish, 
French, Italian, German and Portuguese) in addition to English 
 
Burbank, USA – February 22, 2023 – Today, Venera Technologies announced that 
CapMate, its cloud native caption/subtitle verification and correction solution, has 
further extended its audio/caption sync capabilities by supporting media files in 
five more languages in addition to its support for English.  
 
Majority of CapMate’s extensive QC and correction features are language 
independent and therefore were already available for all languages. However, 
some of the key features such as audio/caption sync and missing captions was only 
available for English media with English caption files until now.  
 
With this latest release, CapMate can now provide audio/caption sync feature and 
missing captions detection for content that is in English, Spanish, French, Italian, 
German and Portuguese with their respective caption file.  
 
“Many of our CapMate users who have seen the efficiencies they have gained by 
using CapMate for their English content, have been asking us for support of non-
English media content too. And we are happy that we can now provide support for 
more languages, making CapMate available to a much wider audience in many of 
the countries we serve.” Said Fereidoon Khosravi, Chief Business Development 
Officer at Venera Technologies. 
 
CapMate contains a long list of caption QC capabilities such as detection of caption 
overlap on audio/caption sync, burnt-in text, missing captions, Characters Per 
Second, Character Per line, Caption overlap, spelling, and profanity. Moreover, 
CapMate provides an intuitive interface to review the result as well automatically 
or manually correct the issues and generate a new caption file.  
 
You may contact Venera Technologies at sales@veneratech.com to arrange for a 
demonstration of CapMate or ask for a free trial.  
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About Venera Technologies 
Venera Technologies provides cutting-edge file-based QC solutions to the digital media industry, 
tailored to the evolving requirements of its customer and the industry. Venera’s Quasar® the first 
native cloud-based QC solution, was developed natively for the Cloud environment with features 
such as dynamic scalability and usage-based pricing model, along with advanced QC 
functionalities. And Venera’s Pulsar™ automated file-based QC solution is for on-premise 
deployment, with the same QC functionalities as Quasar. CapMateTM, the native cloud 
Caption/Subtitle verification and correction solution, is the first comprehensive solution for 
verifying caption or subtitle side car files that can accurately and quickly detect (and correct) and 
report on complex issues such as caption sync and Standards compliance. Venera’s suite of QC 
solutions is used by some of the largest Media companies in the world, as well as a number of 
smaller boutique post houses and production companies. www.veneratech.com  
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